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MORE THAN 2,000
Church Grove Revival Speaker WALTER PRINCE
STUDENTS ENTER
DEFINITELY IN
kOUNTY SCHOOLS
JUDGES RACE
Board Can't Meet
L_—M-1—R-equests for
Transportation
FOR THE first time in his-1
tory more than 2,000 students' have been enrolled in the Mar
shall County Schools. the 1949
enrollment figure released this
week by Superintendent ttol
land Rose showed 2,083 children, compared to 1.994 last

THE REV. Edgar Siress will
conduct a series of services
beginning Sunday, September
11, at the Church Grove Methodlt Church. Mr. Siress is regarded as one of the better
young ministers.

Plans to Make
Formal Statement
In Near Future

MEETING SERIES
PLANNED TO HELP
LOCAL FARMERS

General Cigar Company. Inc.
annuonced the election today
of Mr. Julius Strauss as President of the Company to succeed the late Mr. B. G. Meyer.
Mr. Strauss was formerly
Vice President in charge of
production. The Company was
organized in 1906 and Mr.
Strauss is its fourth president.
He has always been associated
with the cigar industry, and
has been with General Cigar
Company, Inc. since 1936.

Ten Sessions
Scheduled at
County Schools

"HAVE YOU taken inventory
Walter L. Prince, Benton atWeekday services
will
be' torney, today declared publicly
of your farm to determine the
held at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. On' his candidacy for the office of
loss in income each year Thu
Sunday the regular Sunday county judge. Although he filed
may be able to spend a few
School program will begin at before the deadline last August
dollars wisely today and save
10 a. m., followed by the first he has withheld
many this winter and next
any
public
of the revival services at 11 statement of his candidacy unspring," County Agent J. Homo'clock.
til the present.
er Miller said today as he anMr. Prince, the only Repubnounced a series of ten meetlican ever to hold the office
ings commencing September 14
The increased enrollment of
of county judge in Marshall
which will be slanted toward
89 is somewhat equally distilCounty, was elected for a fouranswering the above questions.
tributed through all the grades.
year term in 1917. His statethat
announced
Mr. Rose
"With a decline in farm inment follows:
come it is important to make
teachers have been secured for
This is to announce that I
sound investments for the next
all positions open.
definitely am a candidate for
year and the future,'' the counThe County Board of Eduthe position of county judge.
ty agents said.
cation has not been in a posMy full announcement, outlinition to meet all the requests
ing the issues of the campaign
The meeting scnedule has
Marshall
problems
and the
for transportation, he said, bebeen arranged in the following
County is likely to face in the
cause funds are not available
manner.
buses.
needed
next few years. will appear in
purchase
•••
to
the near future. In the meanEvery effort is being made to
Wednesday, 14th
protime, I would appreciate your
solve the transportation
Thursday, 15th
THE STATE Highway De- I Judge Java Gregory said toconsideration and your very
Friday, 16th
blem as fast as funds will pernew
Churc
has
four
faculty
The
30
puAN
increase
of
WITH
(Pol. Advt.) partment this week advertised day that there is every indicaserious thought."
mit, he said.
pils over last year, the Benton teachers at Benton — none of
for bids on two Marshall Coun- tion "that the roads needing
High and Grade Schools open- whom come as complete stranty road paving projects approv- gravel the worst will be finish- Monday.
Johnston.
Karl
19th
,however.
gers
-Sharpe
ed their academic year Monday
ed
last spring—the Sid Darnell ed before bad weather sets in." Tuesday, 20th
Raye
Bettye
.... Fair Dealing
with a combined enrollment of basketball coach:
•
•
•
Road between Hardin and BenWednesday. 21st New Harmony
637-215 in the upper four class- Smith, English and foreign lanton, and the Griggs School
County Road Tour
music
Ragsdale,
Thursday, 22nd
Carol
guages:
Unity
es and 422 in the grades.
House Road northwest of PalFriday, 23rd
Briensburg
With the second crop of and Martha (Gregory) Elkins,
KEEPING a closer tab on
ma.
Saturday, 24th .... Calvert City
"War Babies" entering school fifth grade.
weiner and marshmallow
The Darnell road will be sur- the road situation, a party of
A
(9:30 a. m.)
—those born in 1943—the first
five
officials,
headed
by State
roast was held September 1 by faced for a distance of 3.8
grade classroom was jammed
All meetings will start at
the Intermediate Training Un- miles and the Griggstown Road Representative A. L. (Chick)I
with 70 pupils, the most in
Love and Bart Riley, inspector 7:30 p. m. except those at Benthe New Harmony Bap- 5.4 miles.
ion
of
history. while the second grade
with the district highway of- ton and Calvert City, which
tist Church at the school house.
had 63.
fice, looked over the roads will be at 9:30
enjoyed by Dale
Games
were
Progress
Graveling
TO TAKE up the slack, six
Tuesday afternoon.
Motion pictures will be shown
Copeland, Harold Paul Thompye been employed to
teachers
IN THE meantime graveling
The tour was made at the re- to stress ways of maintaining
Fisk. Kenneth Holson,
Dwain
first four grades.
handle
land, Howard Powell. Ina Fay of the county roads in the quest of Squire A. L. McGreg- the farm income near the presA parallel also exists in the
county or, who went on the trip, ent level. The pictures wall
Powell, Norma Phelps, Julia southern part of the
be
proBenton veteran training
Gwendolyn Fisk, Patsy continued at a rapid pace un- and who is particularly inter- of interest to men, women and
Reeves,
73,
for
which
enrolled
gram,
C.—LieuD.
WAHINGTON,
Thompson, Shirley Holland, Mr. der a contract awarded to ested in the Oak Level Road. children and will be open to
tennant Commander Charles F. increase of 10 over last year.
were accompanied
by the public, Mr. Miller
intermediate Mathis and Dowdy last month. They
Feezor
Clinnt
said.
Darnell, USNR, aviator and
Judge Gregory and County Atsponsor, and Mrs. Elsie Phelps I
now
specialist,
is
I
air transport
torney H. H. Lovett Jr.
leader.
serving as Chief of the AllocaVisitors included Mrs.
tions and Movement Branch of
WILSON CEMETERY
or, Eudene Watson, Lou FP"Military
Air
Headquarters,
CLEANUP SET SATURDAY
Fortis, Garvalene Phelps, Bilthe
days
Within the next few
Transport Service (NATS), in
lie Eugene Phelps and the Rev
post office will begin to make Eldon A. Byrd, pastor.
Washington.
Persons interested in the Wilpatrons
rural
all
a new list of
son Cemetery have been asked
A native of Benton, Comgetting mail through the BenWITH A record-breaking toto meet at Zion's Cause Church
mander Darnell is the son of
tal of 61,973 visitors at Kentucton post office according to C.
September
Saturday
morning.
Palma
School
this
year
has
Mrs. Lillie Darnell of 30th and
the adjoining
10. to elect trustees for the gen- ky Dam and
77 students enrolled, with more B. Cox, pstmaster.
Pine Rd., Paducah, Kentucky.
state park over the
Mr. Cox asks that the head
eral graveyard cleaning.
due to sign up in the next few
two-day
The farm of W. L. Edwards
There is lots of filling to be Labor Day week end. the MarCommissioned Ensign in the days. We also are expecting of each family list .the names near
Symsonia
(in
Graves
LEON BYERS, former city
County
vacation
done and the straightening of Ehall
area
Naval Reserves in March 1941. nother teache.
of his family on the front of County) will get a .`fac lifting" clerk, on
Tuesday night acThe two originally assigned his mail box for that purpose. September 15, the third of a
tombstones, so if you have ones created wide attention.
Commander Darnell served acepted appointment to the BenThe Labor Day
attendance
resting here, come and help
board the destroyer USS Ellet were C. L. Freeman and Mrs. In listing the names give the series of conservation days, it
the
ton City Council, filling
count was described by a TVA
in the Pacific comba tzone until Mae Fergerson.
Mrs;
given name, for example.
was announced this week by unexpired term of John bledd. beautify the cemetery.
Many patrons were present Sarah Doe, instead
—The Committee (Advt.) spokesman as one of the most
January 1943. Transferring to
of
Mrs. the Graves County Soli ConMr. Sledd recently moved
accurate ever made at the dam.
was the first day of school and John Doe.
the Navy's air arm, he
servation District.
outside the city limits, which
Counters on the access road
designated Naval Aviator in thel seemed to take great interest.
The Sharpe farm
veteran makes him ineligible to serve
An accurate and complete
and Kentucky 493 and 282
The first day's turnout was 73.
latter part of 1943.
class
will
conduct
the
demonlist of patrons will be of great
further as councilman.
showed 14.759 cars. while an
The intermediate boys already
A veteran Naval Air TransMr. Byers resigned from his
help to the psot office and will stration at Mr. Edwards' farm
officer with a hand counter
are
getting
up
Commander
Dara
softball
port officer.
team
from Cuba *ill con- post as city clerk
Vet
classes
several
aid very much in the delivery
checked the average number of
nell was one of the Naval 'of- and a pie supper is being
duct two other demonstrations months ago to take a traveling
of your mail. Mr. Cox asks your in
passengers to be 4.2 per car.
ficers chosen, because of his planned for the near future.
Graves County.
job. Shortly thereafter he recooperation
in this matter and
SUNDAY was the biggest
transport
experience,
previous
daughVernon
Ruth
Crouch,
owneras
turned to Benton
single
day for the dam. with
to form the nucleus of the Milthanks you advance for
Mrs. Loyd
manager of the Benton tioteL ter of Mr. and
the meantime
itary Air Transport Service.
cooperation.
Crouch of Benton, and Austin 32,000 visitors. In
that
State Park. beMATS was established June
Woodrow Trimble, son of Mr. Kentucky Lake
be the most
1, 1949 as a result of the conand Mrs. W. E. Trimble of Ben- lieved by many ot
on the lake,
solidation between the
Naval
ton Route 1, were married here beautiful spot
Briensburg Chapter 454, Or
additional thousands in
Air Transport Service and thel der of the Eastern Star, held
September 1 in the First Meth- drew
week end.
another
Air Transport Command. Its its annual Rob
odist Church.
Morris Picnic
mission is to provide a schedulAugust 31 at Kentucky Dam
The double ring ceremony
ed air transport service for all State Park, Gilbertsville.
The annual Sanctified
The revival now underway at was performed by Rev. A. G.
Holidepartments of the National
Baptist Childers. The church was decPleasant' Hope
the
Thompson's
Those present included Messrs ness revival near
Defense.
Church is being acclaimed as orated with baskets of pink
and
Mesdames Floyd
Culp, Shop will get underway tomorA PARENT-Teacher Associa- one of the finest old-fashioned
gladioli. Traditional
wedding
Wayne Wyatt, Fred Chumbler, row night (Saturday, Septemtion will be formed
Tuesday soul-saving revivals in many a marches were used. Miss Ann
ber
10)
on
Alfred
Houser's
Will Eggner, Orb Malone. Trunight,
September
13.
at
7:30
Hey.
J.
li.
day. The pastor, the
Solomon was pianist and Mrs.
man, Wyatt, Guy Covington, farm near the old Jimmie
persons Leighton Solomon sang "BeHouser store place, it was an- o'clock at a meeting in the Cal- Birdsong, baptised 3
Ray Wyatt, William Heath.
vert City High School, it was last Sunday and said
sub- cause" (dHardelot) and "I Love
Mrs. Minnie Lou Traynor, nounced this week.
announced this week.
sequent interest has .aused the You Truly" (Bond).
Mary Wyatt, Mable English, Bro. Rouse Stinnett will conMrs. John E. Kirksey, state revival closing date
movJoe Chumbler, Hervey Culp, duct these services, which will: president of
Given in marriage by her
PTA organizations ed back indefinately.
Percy Wyatt, Sue and Charles, be open to the public. A spokes
father, the bride wore a white
JAMES Solomon is the charthe
Haynes
is
The Rev. S. C.
Culp,
Jerry
and
Marylian man for the Holiness congre- will be present to explain the
Palm Beach suit with
white
president of the Benton
ter
comservices
The
purposes
preacher.
of
the
Christians
group
"all
and
invited
asgation
Wyatt, Jack and Jerry English,
accessories and a corsage of
Club, which held its orBoys'
at
pubsist
in
August_
21
and
the
menced
pray
organizational
sing
and
meetpreach,
Walker. Virginia
and
Jerry to reenP
red rosebuds.
ganizational meeting here last
lic request is 'still underway.
ing.
Chumbler, Rhodean Wyatt, Bob- together."
Miss Ada Mae Crouch, of
Friday and installed its staff
Evansville. Ind.. sister of the
bie Egner and Joe Mofield.
a meeting Monday in the
at
down in the Twin States Playbride, was the bride's only atpity Hall.
off here Sunday when its pitchtendant. She wore a dusty rose
Charles Hinchley was seated
ing faltered and Marion rapped
Palm Beach suit with black acvice-preident and Joe Hiett,
las
out a 13-5 victory.
cessories. Her corsage was of ecretary. The group adopted as
Mrs. Pearl Houser, 59, who,
Ten bases on balls, combined
white rosebuds.
ts slogan: "If You Can't Do It,
with five Benton errors, prov- (lied Saturday irrlrer home on'
Douelas McDowell, of Evans- We Can."
ed to be the Lions' downfall Benton Route 6, was buried in
ville. Ind.. was the best man.
THE REV. Warren McSwain
In the near future, when arCarlisle and Johnson were the Everett Cemetery after a funerThe bride's mother wore a rangements are completed, they
of Cedar Hill, texas, will make
Valley
in
the
Oak
al
service
Marion battery while Willie
grey printed dress with a cor- unve rented a room over the
a return appearance here SunJones led off in the Benton Ch rch of Christ.
sage of pink rosebuds.
will
Riley Department which
day morning at 11 o'clock
Survivors include a daughter,
pirching parade and was folFollowing the ceremony a be open all hours for their
Route
Story,
Benton
Mrs.
Mary
when
he launches for the
lowed by Country Thompson
renention wps held at 'the home recreation.
and Smith Dunn, who
second straight year the revival
of the bride's parents.
made 6: a sister. Mrs. Cliff Blaknev,
"Jimmie." as the new nresitheir initial appearances on the Marshall County; a brother, W.
The bride was formerly em- Tient is called, has been invited
Oaklahoma
City,
Johnson,
E
hill. Culp did the catching.
played at the Baby Shop in to be the guest at the Rotary
Okla.: three grandchildren and
Evansville, Ind. The groom is
Club's weekly dinner meeting
• en great-grandchild.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR SET
employed hi- IT J. Mistrella,
tonight in Moore's Cafe.
MEETING SEPTEMBER 11
contrartor in Daytona Beach,
/
Fla.
/TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
cording to the Rev. Harry
Benton
Commanderv
The couple will reside at 246
461,
Knights Templar. which susWilliams. pastor. After the intr n 1.be Nun ain't
Ril—r,
ide rri•-e. Holly Hill. Fla.
"At the present rate of expended
aetivities during the penditure, the Kentucky ChapI been livin' right. Linotype trouitial service, regular services
summer months, will meet in ter of the National- Foundation
ble this week forces us to leave
will be hald in the mornings at
regular conclave Friday, Sep- for
rut several advertisements and
Infantile
Paralysis
has
the
evenand
in
o'clOck
10:30
tember 16. at 7:30 D. m. to re- enough money to take care of
A basket dinner was served
!latch of correspondence, ining at 7:30.
sutne work and make plans for nolio victims for only about
Sunday, August 4 at the home Cluding parties, etc., that are
the remainder of the Templar four more weeks." Merle Ror,f Mr. nnd Mrs Sid Walker in written and ready
but we
year. according to W. G. Rid- bertson, Louisville, treasurer of
I honor of his 66th birthday.
hope they'll still be good next
REV. WARREN McSWAIN
ings. commander, and H. A. the Kentucky Chapter declarFifty-three friends and rela- week and that nobody gets on
CEDAR HILL, TEXAS
Riley, recorder.
ed this week.
tives attended.
"outs" with us.

NEW HARMONY
CLASS HOLDS
WEINER ROAST

P. 0. TO MAKE
NEW LIST OF
RURAL PATRONS

PALMA SCHOOL
GETS OFF TO
FLYING START

Postmaster Cox
Explains Reasons
For Name List

BYERS Gus

Former Clerk
Hailed Tuesday

RUTH CROUCH,
A. W. TRIMBLE
ARE MAARIED

ftrienburg Chapter
Has Annual Picnic

Sanctified Holiness
Revival Announced

CALVERT TO GET
NEW PTA GROUP
State President
To Speak There

PLEASANT HOPE
REVIVAL SEEN
UNUSUAL

l
to Get Underway Suiday
.. • •

1

Paralysis Fund

I

Printed Friday morning of each week at 1206 Main Street in
Benton, Ky. Entered as second class matter June 10, 1903 at
1879.
post office in Benton under Act of Congress March 3,

MOVEMENT TO BE
EXPLAINED IN
THREE ARTICLES

Nelson and Watkins—Publishers
EDITOR
RAYBURN WATKINS
MANAGER
BUSINESS
WILLIAM NELSON
CIRCULATION MANAGER
EFFIE BOWDEN>
SHOP MANAGER
VAN WYATT
PRESSMAN
FAY MELTON
GROVE
CHURCH
NORTH
MARY GREEN
BRIENSBURG
MRS. WALLACE CHANDLER
VAUGHN'S CHAPEL
EVILENA BARRETT
ALTONA
DENA JONES
DEALING
FAIR
NELSON
MRS. BERT
GRIGGSTOWN
REBA JOHNSON and BETTY BARKER
AURORA
UKLEY McNEELEY
SHARPE
IVA CAMPBELL
PLEASANT HILL
PECK
WILLIAM
CLARK
MARTHA MATHIS ..
LEVEL
OAK
MRS. GILBERT NVALTERS
1
ROUTE
HARDIN
MRS. FANNIE LEE
SYMSONIA
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CALVERT
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1
ROUTE
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
County, $1.00: Surrounding Counties,

Marshall

years ago Torn Jones of Poplar
WHITE SIDEWALLS: A few
in the wind.
working
Street got a chapped face from
white bottle that sat in the
bed .he grabbed the
Before
thinking a little Jergens
medicine cabinet and rubbed it on —

INTRODUCTION

$1.50;

Out of State, $2.00

The Boy Scouts Of America
is recognized as a vital part
of America. During its first
three and a half decades, over
13,500,000 men and boys have
been registered
members of
this agency for character building and citizenship training. Its
Long-Span Program of Cuband
bine.
Senior
Scouting
Scouting is available to all boys
in America from eight years of
age, regardless of race or creed.
Yet, because the Game of
Scouting is so spectacular and
dramatic, it is a fact that it enjoys almost too much repute,
among people who have only
of
superficial
understanding
what it actually is. This has
proved an actual handicap. It
is but natural that the thousands and thousands of men and
women in all parts of our country who are impressed
with
the values of Scouting. ask for
an authoritative statement concisely covering the fundamentals of the Boy Scout Movement.
"Scouting in Brief" will be divided into three article:

lotion might help.
from a date. Torn
daughter Hazel came in
our
on
open
the
from
reflection
slept soundly while the
A flaredfc vh o his face.
roomon
earth is the matter? Ars1
"Father," Hazel shrieked. "What on
Tom.
shook
you dead?" She almost hysterically
.
he rubbed his eyes*
"Whatza matter?" Mr. Jones inquired as
polish.
shoe
white
He had grabbed a bottle of
••
us—this time in the
GLAD TO HAVE Pat Moore back with
National Store here
the
of
manager
restaurant business. Pat was
workers in the Lions
gi v,,
ran
eeranrnsr.and was one of the most active
group, later disClub—at one time being president of the local
trict
. •.
catfish below
CLINT ANERSON, who banked the 39-pound blue
'ern if he
the dam the other day, said he could sell a dozen of
increase.
the
on
could catch 'em. Fish appetites must be
• ••
IF YOU WANT to see something super in the way of an indoor theatre in a middle-sized town, just take a look at the new
Varsity Theatre in Martin. Tenn.4„(popu1ation about 5.000). It was
Benbuilt by the Ruffin Amusement Company, which
ever
seen
I've
any
with
ton Theatre—and compares favorably
size.
anywhere, regardless of
•••

1. History of the Boy Scouts
NELLIE'S (Mrs. Gipp Watkins') Star of Bethlehem plant creatthat has been done by in America and its orgin in
LET US GIVE THANKS: For the work
ed
quite a commotion in our community the other night when it
cussed
been
They've
decade.
England.
our city councilmen during the past
the
opened. The star and manger were realistic enough—but by no
2. The Essentials of the Boy
on the job — ignoring
and snewed at but have stayed right
kind.
of the imagination could we locate the baby. Nobody but
stretch
constructive
.Scout Movement.
the
malicious criticism, examinine carefully
"Pop,"
that
is.
3.
How
the
had
and
Community
have
and
city
the
for
They have tried hard to do things
...
Institution use the Program.
are
They
exist.
know
doesn't
citizen
average
• ••
many headaches the
finishrecently
and
EFFIE BOWDEN'S coluren of August 26 caused a lot of computting the water system back in good shape
"Scouting in Brief" will be
the
getting
for
cussed
were
ment.
The one in which the roving reporter told about the vacaThey
-wired.
ing in Benton and the Grove
in your Tribune-Democrat for
ed getting the town re
who would take
those
are
tions
between
being
taken by folks all over the county—where.they went,
Route
3
Mathis
of
far
Willie
and
few
the purpose of orienting people
streets paved—but
Visiting in and out of the shffered a painful accient when how leng they stayed, what they did.
and gravel days again.
with interest in Scouting, and Grove:
their money back and resort to the dust
a mule he was yoking twisted
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Houser
that'. giving them a broad picture of
They had the courage to vote for parking meters—knowing
th eaims an dpurposes of the and children of Chicago visited his lower limb.
SOMETHING NEW hasn't really been added. We' were quite
rhubarb,
Mrs. Cecil Rudd is in bed at
they might be critized severely for it. Fortunately. the
Scout Program. Also a clear ex- home folks last week end.
last Friday morning when we noticed the following
red-faced
parking!
and
by
planatioin of the method
was left off this time and we believe the meters
Grove
the
of
The
in
Housers
one
phrase
of our front page stories: "Calvert City Methodist
of their other which organizations and groups
parallel to the curb will help the town just as most
Grove
"Cherry
visited the
of Christ." We hadn't received any letters, notes or phone
Church
of citizens may use the Pro- Smiths," now in Paducah, last
acts have done.
calls at the time this was written—but we expect them any minus are grem.
Mistakes? Sure, some may have been made. None
Tuesday week.
ute. The best proof we have that :people read the paper is that
If questions occur as these
In Cadiz over last week end
perfect Other things to do? Certainly .... there are hundreds of
nobody
ever fails to let us know about our mistakes—which i, as
articles
appear
please
feel
free
have a
Mr. and Msr. 0. G • Fau hn
attending the Little River Asthings yet to be done. We can't afford to sleep .... or to
to contact Barney Smith your
it should be. Apologies to both Calvert
forward
the
recognize
Hamiltons,
The
L.
and
and
G.
John
children,
Mark
sociation:
to
council that sleeps. Nor should we fail
District Field Scout Executive
Cilarley Licks, the J. T. Blil, have returned
to their' have been about the Calvert Church
steps that have been and are being taken by the six men who now at Mayfield 95J or during his the
after, derway by Bro. Fred
famClifton
Edwards'
in
Ala.,
Hensons,
Sheffield.
home
direct the city's affairs.
regular visit in your commun- ily, Ambrose Henson. the T. S. a
duringi
vacation,
has
council
the
that
indicates
An examination of the record
ity.
Chesters, Mrs. Tula Peck and which they visited Mr. and —
not been asleep that a lot of kinks have been straiehtened out
this family.
Mrs. Buel Edwards of Fair
DR. C. G. NIORROW
has
way
the
that
....that a lot of foundation work has been done .
ATHLETES FOOT GERM
Dealing; Mrs. Ret Walker of
CHIROPRACTOR
or
again
men
same
of
Route
Lyles
the
Mrs.
it
Boone
(be
council
next
AMAZING RESULTS
been paved for the
Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
Phones:
DEPT. STORE
OVER
RILEY'S
in
Nashville
visited
1 recently
IN ONE HOUR
new ones) to push ahead with more clear sailing .
L. Faughn of near Hardin.
Office
2752
the week end. Her broMr. Faughn has been employMessrs. Morgan, Kinney, Sledd, Leneave, Dunn, Lane, and By using TE-OL, a STRONG, over
Res: 2193
BENTON. KY.
Darnall, former ed for the past eight years with
you ther, Basil
penetrating
fungicide,
Rudolph—your efforts have not gone unnoticed.
Bostn, has the TVA in Sheffield.
REACH imbedded germs to kill countian now in
ON CONTACT. You FEEL this been her guest this summer.
Mrs. Pearl Vaughn of Route
qiuck-drying liquid take hold
INSTANTLY. NOW, you must 7 had as her summer guest,
be pleased or your 35c back daughter Clara of Cincinnati.
business to from any druggist. Today at
Luther Portis, and Robert
IF YOU don't think it's any of a country editor's
your
backing
Portis
highways....start
of Detroit, both Cherry
DRUG
REXALL
NELSON'S
and
roads
county's
the
comment on
s2-23c Grove sons. have been vacationanother. Benton, Ky.
truck of defamatory adjectives to our door... for here's
the
However we hardly see how this one could rub the fuzz
wrong way:
millions of
With Kentucky Dam and Kentucky Lake drawing
interestbe
would
state
the
that
seem
would
it
year.
tourists each
in good
be
ed in seeing that all the access roads to the dam would

ASHLAND

SHOP

shape.
developing the area by
THE STATE has shown its interest in
into building up two
dollars
of
thousands
of
pouring hundreds
re-surfacing the Main
state, parks, publicizing the area, and even
Access Road.
to the north lies
Running somewhat parallel and a few miles
Calvert.
Dam....the
Kentucky
to
runs
that
highway
another state
of acmeans
City Highway. While it may not be the PRIMARY
via!
dam
the
to
go
who
cess to the dam, it is used by thousands
go.
to
way
best
the
it's
think
probably
Paducah. In fact, many
Pittsand
Pennsalt
the
has
City
Calvert
this,
to
addition
In
to
burg Metallurgical Plants, which, entail considerable traffic
.
industrial
county's
the
be
to
due
and from the town, which is
center.
WITH THIS in mind it doesn't seem to be asking too much to
have the state divert some of its funds for porjects of this type
to re-surfacing the Calvert Highway. It's rough, rugged and clan- .
gerous—even though it definitely travel-able. /.
In places the road is so rough that it alma shakes a car to
nieces at 35-4n miles an hour—and therein lies the danger....to
local folks and tourists unfamiliar with the road.
In ecirlition to this, with all the promotion that is being given
to the lake. it would seem like a good public relations program
to have all roads leading to the dam paved—nice and smooth.
How about it?

That Curve Again
WE HATE to bring it un again—for it appeared to be settled
long aro that curve at the intersection of Kentucky 408 and
U. S. 68 at Gregory Corner.
Shortly after the discussion last fall—and following a batcn of
letters sent to Frankfort by Benton citizens, civic leaders, businessmen and others who want the curve straightened,
officials
of the State Highway Department gSve assurance that
something
would be done.
TRUCKS and equipment soon appeared and the road bed we altered as if they meant business. Everyone then forgot about it
—thinking if was more or less settled.
That was ten months ago—and the curve still exists. In feet
only a couple of weeks ago an Indiana doctor and his wife were
iniiired and their car amaced to the extent of several hundred
dollars when they tried to make the "Mae West Curve" at a
normal rate of sneed.
WHAT'S WRONG, Mr. Lee Puryear? Has the thing been forgotten was the new, straightened bed for Kentucky 408 blocked
off so it would have time to settle before the few yards of asphalt are added is there some engineering problem that necessitates waiting a year to finish the job? We ask only because we
don't know—and are curious.
We might add this note to the East Side Promoters Club: The
fact that we want the curve eliminated in no way means we oppose paving the Cutoff Road....no matter what anyone tells you.
The paving is scheduled next year—and we're glad! In the meantime we'd like to see little more action on the unfinished business of the curve.

Parks-Belk Co.
The Value Center of
West Kentucky
Yes siree, we're proud to announce that we are

South Side Square.
Mayfield

Bcnton's First

Ky.

ASHLAND OH, DEALER

* A GENUINE KENTUCKY PRODUCT
* THE MOTOR OIL AND GASOLINE
THAT BRINGS YOU UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY BASKETBALL
GAMES
* THE PRODUCT WITH THE
WHITE AND RED;INSIGIVA

'We

read a lot these days about an Iron Curtain mate.
tamed by a certain nation. In contrast Woodcraft's
motives are crystal clear, completely unselfish ... there
is no Iron Curtain here.

"All may see the relief in a widow's eyes ... when the
Society's check IA handed to her. All may observe how
fraternity is made practical when a Camp harvests an
a
ill member's crop ... presents a flag to a school .
modal to a student of history. Nor is there any secret
when they establish a blood bank. present a wheel chair.
or unveil an historical marker." _From an editorial by
Nestdent FarTal Netiberry in Woodmen of the World Magazine.

These are but some of the "plus- benefits Woodmen enloy
along with sale, sound, legal reserve lite Insurance protection. Ask the local Woodmen representative how you
can build security tor yourself and your loved ones and
enjoy Woodcraft's fraternal, social and civic activities.

PATRONIZE:

Owens Service Station
*
*
*
*

Expert Lubrication
Batteries by Reaco
Washinv and Greasing
Gasoline With a "zip"
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MULCH BERRIES EARLY, ADVISES AGENT Tribline-DeluntWrat

Farm & Home Page

•
To get the greatest yield
there are a number of things
that growers may do this fall.
Some berries have not set a
good row and should be fertilThe strawberry season is still ized with a complete fertilizer
some eight months away — but to stimulate growth, the counit is none too soon for the far- ty agent suggested.
mer to give his 1950 cEop some
An additional application of
serious attention during the,500 to 1,000 pounds of 4-12-4
coming fall and winter seasons,1 fertilizer should give excellent
County Agent J. Homer Miller results if appied in eary fall.
said today.
The use of 1,000 pounds of sup"A few extra hours labor to- erphosphate or its equivalent
day may save many hours later! ahs given good results when
...and a few
dollars
wisely1 used as a top dressing in eithspent stands a good chance tol er fall or early spring.
increase production up to 301 In some years strawberries
'crates an acre," he said.
hvae made more than 300 crates

Production Up
In Fields With
Winter Work

4mosnie

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

MORGAN, TREVATHAN, AND GUNN
Insurance Agency
INSURE NOW—TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
BENTON, KY.

PHONE 2151

.1••••••

Friers and Eggs
For Sale

where proper zultural practices
have been followed, he expplained.
early
Putting on mulch in
December. one and one-half
ton per acre, gave an average
of 30 - crates per acre more than
those mulched in the spring
over a nine-year test period.
requirements
labor
"The
would be the same regardless
Health officials announced toof the time of mulching. When
there are temperatures of 10 or day the use of a new chemical
the fight
12 degrees of colder, however, called Lindane in
with no snow on the ground against flies that have become
strawberries suffer if they are, at least partially immune to
unmulched. The blossom clus- DDT.
ters, crowns or roots are injurLindane. a war time developed to such extent that bloomavailable far gening is reduced and many plants ment, is now
treat walls of barns,
use
to
eral
fail to bloom at all. The nonand other out-buildings.
blooming, or so called "he dairies
directpants," are the result of winter Lindane cannot be used
being
used
ly
on
livestock.
It
is
injury—which can be preventa limited
ed by the early December mul- experimentally in
number of places in Marshall
ching," Mr. Miller added.
County today. Fred
Mortan,
When baled straw Is used for entomologist of the State Demulching the bales should be partment of Health, reports
taken to the patch in Septem- that "DDT
is much slower in
ber and the wires clipped so
killing the house fly than
that the straw will soak up fall
when it was first used. This is
rains and germinate any grain
result
obtained
m weed seed before the mulch the natural
when most individuals in the
is spread.
fly population are killed off,
In addition to giving winter leaving only the hardier ones
protection the mulch keeps the to reproduce."
berries clean at harvest, hold
Lindane has been found to
moisture, helps keep down the
weed growth in the spring and be very effective against flies
reduces soil erosion.
for a period of two months.

NEW CHEMICAL
BATTLES FLIES

They Now Seem
Immune to DDT
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Telephone 3041

KENTUCKY

MARSHALL COUNTY
PASTURES AIDED
BY FERTILIZER
Lime, Phosphate
Show Results,
Miller Declares

Land treated with lime and
phosphate has produced excellent pastures in Marshall CounGraham
Wilkins,
ty, notes
county soils assistant. C. L.
Walker,' a demonstration farmer in the Maple Springs corn, munity, has a five-acre pasture
hich he has improved in the
,41111 1. past three years.
'!:4 . The year before he started
Monty Invested in Fertilizer Pays Out in More Efficient Crop Production improving his pasture, h ehad
, five cows in the field and was
CHICAGO—Kentucky farmers are- practices.that will accomplish this; forced to sell two because of
.using more fertilizer in growing 2—Realization by farmer that plant insufficient pasture. This year
their crops, according to the Middle food reserves in the soil are declin- he has pastured five, cows and
, West Soil Improvement Committee. ing; 3—Heavier demands for plant two mules_ in the field. and
Figures made available by the Na- food by new high-yielding crop va- has cu tone ton of hay per
tional Fertili.-ter Association show rieties; 4—Recognition that pasture acre. Mr. Walker attributes his
that approximately 594.521 tons of is a cash crop and should be fertil- increased
grazing to the use of
plant food were used on farms in the ized.
lime and phosphate and plenty
state last year, compared withl 465,Agricultural economists point out
551 tons in the preceding year.
that fertilizer is a "good buy" at of good seed.
This was an increase of 128,970 present prices, according to the comtons, or about 28 per cent over Ken- mittee. TheSe research men say that
tuckv's 1917 consumption. It repre- money invested in fertilizer will pay
ibiperienced
sented a 482 per cent gain over the out in a short time. It will get more
prewar year of 1940.
efficient crop production — more
The-1948 5-rtA:7.er consumption for bushels or pounds of crops per acre
the entire United States topped the at little Or no additional labor cost.
Repair Service
nrevious record year of 1947 by
Fertilizer is most effective when it
GUARANTEED
,about 6 per cent or 15,956,289 tons as is teamed with a rotation that proWORK
a--..tainst 15.039,376 tons.
tects the soil and builds its physical
The steadily inereasing use of fer- structure and tilth. Well-structured
"We Specialize in
tilizer in the past 10 years is attrib- soil is a better storehouse for plant
Emergency Calls"
.ited to these factors: 1—The desire nutrients and moisture. Such spil
at farmers to boost crop yields per produces higher crop yields at. low- BARN-ETT
acre and their readiness to apply er cost per unit.
Electric Refrigeraion
- Service
Highway 98 at
..ardin ,
Ky

REFRIGERATION

Tribune Classifieds Do the Job

Greater power per gallon
Lower cost per load

te Mitt
atei"K
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MERCHANDISE

YOU
SERVICE
The Store for Everybody

Benton, Ky.

1000 Main Street

v

Money Savings

DEPENDABLE

Bailey Hardware & Furniture Co.
BENTON

pU

Fair Treatment
Good Goods

UNLES3 WY

We buy Chickens, Eggs and Cream

To!

NOT I

SATISFIED

Benton Produce Company

::entucky Farmers Are Using More Fertilizer
To Boost Yields Per Acre and Replenish Soil

4

The More, the Merrier ...
On Sunday next, the Fair begins
In full and brilliant score
With Shows and Acts, Exhibits and
Performances galore.
Each day is packed with value for
Fair-goers large and small
For Mom and Dad, teen-agers and
The youngsters, one and all.
Remember, too, that Farmer's Day
Is specially held, of course
To feature Farm Accomplishments_.
OurNumber 1 resource.
So bring the family and your friends
Make up a caravan
To share the fun that's held in store
For every State Fair fan!

fAIRGROU NDS

Sept. 11-17
•
4

You've found the answer if you're looking for a

truck with a master load of power plus recordsmashing economy. That's what you get in Chevrolet trucks with their Thrift-Master and Load-Master
Valve-in-Head engines. These world-famous truck
engines develop more power per gallon of gas and
deliver the load at lower cost than any other
engines of their size now in usel Come in and see
these Advance-Design trucks today!

MAIL CHECKS ANYWHERE

They are safe to send. Never mail
cash.Open a checking account

ADVANCE-DESIGN
TRUCKS

with as and. pay your bills this

Featuring:VALVII-IN-HEAD ENGINES-.0resitsr power par gallon, lower
cost par local • DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH—Smooth engagement •
SYNCHRO-MESIIIRANSMISSIONS—Gukk. smooth shifting • HYPOID
REAR AXLES-8,1ms. stronger than spiral bevel type• GOIM/E-ART1CU.
LATED BRAKES—Complies driver control•WIDE-SASE WHEELS—Increased
tiro mileage• ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING—With the cab that "Breathes"
• BALL-TYPE 1111111.40-11mMe handling • UNIT-DESIGN RODIES-•

safe, easy and. sensible way.

Pracision Witt

BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY

PREFERRED IT MORE USERS MAN THE NEXT TWO MAKES COMBINEDI

Kentucky

Benton
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Chevrolet
Phillips
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RETURN TO VIRGINIA

FilbecK 0. Cann
Funeral Home
Telephone 4681
Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hester
and children, Ben, William and
Wilma Lee, returned to their
home in Fredericksburg, Va.,
last week after a two-week visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Faughn and family of ner Hardin.

'"."0:4,9)0.4.4~,.."...1.4eAlifiPW0WW,44,-0.0`,0140:010.10:44,0-0401.0•Al.".41
You do not have to leave ' Buy your heaters now and
Benton to get good prices on have them ready when
cold s
Bedroom and Breakfast suites, i weather comes. Heath
Hard0
11
Cabinets, ware & Furniture Company
Sofa beds. Kitchen
0
0
Mattresses and Springs. See us
0
0
TRIBUNE
THE
READ
0
and be convinced. Heath Hdwe
04'
CLASSIFIED ADS
and Furniture Company.
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KENTUCKY
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o
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They returned by way of the
Smoky Mountains and spent i
one night with Mr. and Mrs. 0.1
G. Faughn in Sheffield, Ala.

. . .,. . . . . . . „(

West Kentucky's First, Marshall County's
Only Drive-in-Theatre

The NEXT LOOK in cars.

Thursday and Friday, Sept. 8 and 9
TAKE ONE FALSE STEP
* Shelley Winters
* William Powell
* Marsha Hunt
* James Gleason

NOW ON

_ ,,

:. . .-.
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/
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Look Orer Our Stock Or The
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DISPLAY
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$
A
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0

0

FINEST MAKES
•
.0

shotguns,' rifles, hunting jackets,
ammunition .. you'll find them all,
along with complete supplies for
other sports, in our stock.
HARDWARE and HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS AT GREATLY REDUCED

Saturday, Setember 10
THE DUDE GOES WEST
* Eddie Albert
Gale Storm

The New 1950

STUDEBAKER

•••I,.•

Out ahead in performance and economy!

Sunday and Monday, Sept. 11 and 12
MY DREAM IS YOURS
* Doris Day
* Jack Carson
* Lee Bowman

PRICES.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 13 and 14
THE SNAKE PIT
With Olivia DeHavilland

'

RIDE
* NEW DREAM LINES * NEW LUXURY
* NEW INTERIORS

* NEW DOLLAR VALUE

Thursday and Friday, Set. 15 and 16
CALAMITY JANE AND SAM BASS
* Howard Duff
* Yvonne Decarlo

BEAR
Sporting Goods & Hardware Co.
214-216 Kentucky Avenue-Paducah

's.1.#0..e

l
'
.WdCese
"
dteWel,d,4.e.
,
4'.e0,0V54S0‘06064

natioThatS

COME IN AND SEE IT TODAY!

Kentucky

Benton

Vaughn & Wallace Motor Company
216-20 South Third Street

0

Paducah, Ky.

0.0"?V10:001.01.1.40.00:01.* "e",oto'veseonee
.V41.
1000004:00346:4000111

Beautiful Fashions Set The Stage

...for Fall

tto;n,444;gest
•• •

4111.11ko.0~aeLOW

$

September - Time To Think About

PERKY NEW FALL HATS I

44
4
4
4
4

1"'2"4'
Wood Stoves
Oil Stoves
Coal Stoves

44

4
4

Whatever your heating problem
may be, Crawford-Fergerson can
help you with stoves, ranges and
sryiall heaters.
us for:
Warm Morning Coal Heaters
* Majectic Coal and Wood Ranges
* Tropic Sun Coal Heaters
* Charter Oak and Perfection
Oil Heaters
Perfection Oil Ranges
Bed Room Suites, Living Room Suites, Dining Room
Suites, Platform Rockers, Studio Couches, Dinettes,
Perfection Oil Stoves, Electric Stoves and Refritrerators, Coal & Wood Ranges, Washing Machines,
li4p ances
j.40..
"

CeaWford Fergii
Benton
.
0
.4.1.
.14,00s4
,010.0000
4404
,
44
040
964.4.410
000040

V

e.
Kentucky

sailors.., bonnets
Profiles ... derbys
. and off face styles. A size and shape
to suit any taste. Styles for juniors,
misses and women. Attractively trimmed
with ribbon, veil, feathers or quills.
So young ... so pretty ... and
they're all thrift priced:

Perject New Styles in

WOMEN'S

Buy on
LayAway!

495

Beautifully styled emits
foe sport and dress.
Choke of all wool
tweeds. coverts and
fleeces or blended gabardines and sharkskins.
teed rayon satin lining. Interlined
for added warmth. Fitted, fared or bseL
beked styles in blade"
brown, gray, wine,
green or plaids. New
style rollers and miffs
...t ,tbe new shoulder treatment. Siam
II-II; 544; ifi-ad.

$595
sgEndi5
NEW FALL DRESSES
r4iAtIA ii111#114Prices!
A grand ',election of one and two piece styles is black,
brown, green, cents and econbinatioes. Fine tailor..
hag avid bent
frontpanel Romaine.
hammered gates, isetinwsar rayon. Imams
faille. Irskordillicweeny" taffetaa sal flame faille. New wing pockets
and
teases
new neebliese. 5-11; WU; IIII44; 15%.$4h;
411-42.

1
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RUPTURE

I

Palmetto Window Shades
28 inches x5 feet
32 inches x 6 feet
36 inches x 7 feet .

1.49
1.69
S1,89

Hank Brothers
Hardware
Paint
Wallpaper

Glass

Choose Your Gun
FROM THESE FAM )1'S BRAN!>
Remington
Browning:
Stevens
Winchester
Savage
MaHin
SlIOTGL N SHELLS
.1l1 Gauges
License Issued -- Guns Repaired

SPORTS CENTER

.•

Child Health
Sleepers
Size 1-,with feet.
Sizes :3-8.
Night gowns for little girls.

Tiny Tot Shop

Z`•

(Incorporated

212 Brodway

Paducah, Ky

(Over Heath's)

215 Broadway Paducah Phone 1011
Bento

Kentucky

..M11

PADUCJUI DRY 000011

Hon Fumnsmws STORE

;

SOCADIRAY

MONK

SHIELD EXPERT HERE
H. M. SHEVNA:\
•Nidely
N,
;k. known expert of Chicago. will
personally be at the Irvin Cobb
and
Z.% Hotel, Paducah, ruesday
s%
\
14,
VAlnesda v. Sept. 13 and
orn 9 a. in. to 4 p. m.
0
Mr. Sheynan says: The ZoShield is a tremendous lin,
all
over
former
% ,•!1:ent
effecting
immediate
re •;Its. It will not only hold
the rupture perfectly no mat.
ter the ; size or location but it
will increase the .circulation;
strengthen the weakened parts,
and thereby close the opening
s;in 10 (IaVY on the average case,
heavy
regarriles
lifting,
of
straining or any position the
• body may assume. A nationally
known scientific method. No
under sti-aps or cumbersome arrangements and absolutely no
medicines or
medical treat%
ments. •
Mr. Shevnan will be glad
to demonstrate without charge.
Za: 6509 N. Artesian Ave. Chicago 45. Large incisional hernia
or rupture following surgical
operation especially solicited.
SPECIAL NOTICE
The Rev. James C. Asbridge,
superintendent of
evangelism
nd enlistments of the Blood
!'River Association, has asked
the people of the Vanzora Community to meet him
at the
stoie to discuss matters of importance
Sunday
afternoon,
September 18.

A NEW EASY PLAN! DON'T
MISS IT! COME IN TODAY!

Field fence. Barb wire, bale
and
ties at Heath Hardware
Funrittire Company.

4466

CAL VERT
Theatre Guide

NO MONEY DO

Thursday

CHOOSE A NEW 1949 REFRIGER TOR ON

-

Friday

Saturday - Double Feature

WHIP WILSON

av
.,c ,y6k Thl,& ~IMP
JanaANDY CIYDI

"R

METER PLAN

As*/

• ••

"
vyer
.
*
V
•••I

We.skon
e1:1as
:

Sunday - Monday

Now, at last, you can have a refrigerator without paying a penny down!
You can
at a cost
it — as
wait —

have it, enjoy it, and pay
so low you'll never notice
little as 25c a day! Don't
get all the details today!

St
A
Oi ROBERT YOUNG ,
4,•
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
JOHN AGAR Ei

How the meter plan works
Tuesday

1.
2.
3.
4.

-

Wednesday

Choose the model you want — we deliver it at once. No down payment!
To help you make payments we install
the Meter, out of sight if you wish.
You drop as little as 25c per day in the
Meter — once a month we collect it.
The daily small change you save buys
a new refrigerator. Pay as you use it!

Thursday - Friday

NEW 1949 7-9 CUBIC FOOT
with all the up-to-the-minute
.at.an.incredibly
MODELS
low cost! All steel,
features

luxury
one-piece, seamless construction! Powered by the
permanently
famous "Tecumseh" unit, sealed-in-steel,
loads and
you
lubricated! Cleverly planned to give
worlds cf tall
loads of extra shelf space, room for
2 large
cabinet!
bottles! Big, roomy frozen food
fruits and vegesliding crisper drawers for your
approved!
underwriters
tables! 5 year warranty,
COMING

ACT-FAST!:;- ",i;, ,-, , , 44Ft.
Ailot BERU-NO DOWN PAYMENT':

• AD terk.11.1
:U:111 Mat till:T.1AP

PADUCAH DE GOODS
Home Furnishings Store
219 Broadway

6

•

•

RI SAVE on year
AUTO INSURANCE $S
SOLOMON Se McCallum
Selling Kentucky's Cheapest
Auto Policy
—State Farm Mutual Agerrts—

-

-
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INSURANCE

BONDS

REVIVAL SPEAKER
AT CALVERT CITY
CHURCH OF CHRIST

FHA LOANS

--ALL KINDS -FIRE, AUTOMOBILE AND LIFE
stE
reeLt
ail:E

•

*

AND HOLLAND

XX

Indicates rural projects under construction,
under contract and/or advertised
for bids Aug. 12, 1949
Rural Secondary or Federal Aid - for
which plans not complete
Plans complete - waiting for county
to obtain right of way
Right of way incomplete

"It's Right if We Write It"
Telephone 4534

1120 M

- Money to Loan

-

On All Valuables
Buy Your Jewelry from Us
And Save 50% or More
Expert Watch Repairs Guaranteed

PROGRESS REPORT ON RURAL SECONDARY HIGHWAY PROGRAM

Rickman Jewelry Co.

FRED IV: CHUNN of Henry
County, Tenn.. who will begin
a series of services at the Calvert City Church of Christ
September 11. Services will be
held on Sunday at 11 o'clock
and at 7:15 p. m. and on week
days at 2:30 and 7:15 p. m. All
services are open to the public.
, .

Pawnbrokers
Paducah, Ky.
206 Broadway

Winchester and the Rev. J.
Frank Young :and the FilbeckI Cann Funeral Home..
MeGREGOR—We would like
H. H. McGregor
to extend our sincere thanks
And Family.
for the acts of kindness, messages of sympathy and the
beautiful floral offerings re- TO ATTEND FAIR

Card of Thanks

ceived from our friends and
Several from Marshall Courtneighborg during our recent
ty
are expected to attend the
our
bereavement in the loss of
i!'.40":".1.1i.WW501.44..54-1.44WitoWei I beloved wife and mother, Mrs. State Fair in Louisville from
the 11th to the 17th.
H. H. McGregor.
We especially thank the Rev.
READ THE TRIBUNE
CLASSIFIED ADS
L. V. Henson, the Rev. B. R.

Yu- OM Medicine_ Mem
Ils• days of the "Old Medic-hut Man"

FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVIENCE STOP AT

CARTEE PARKING LOT
I

5th & Kentucky Ave. Paducah, Ky.

Calvert City Sailor
On Navy Destroyer

are past. No more of the over night
pitch tonb that frequented the
county fairs and small towns a

NEW ORLEANS. Li.—When
the navy destroyer Harlan R.
Dickson returned here, Sunday,
crew
September 3,
regular
member Billie Homer Mulligunner's
mate
second
vax,
class, brother of James Ralph
Mullivax of Calvert City, Ky.,
said goodbye to Carribean and
West Indian liberty ports for
the next three months.
The Dickson, a 2.200-ton warship attached to New Orleansbased Destroyer Squadron 12,
has been taking hundreds of
naval reservists for two-week
training cruises in the Carribbean and Gulf of Mexico since
reporting to New Orleans in
April from duty with the Mediterranean fleet.

generation ago.Today through modern medicines successful struggle in
the Bolds in the medical research
MO 110

longer have

to

471.1•111 CIS OS

what ails us. Your physician has
the knowledge gleaned through the

c:LI to apply to 1-c-.:r
c

I

SEE YOUR
FAMILY MEDICAL
DOCTOR REGULARLY

TREVATHANS IN TEXAS

Prescription Headquarters
Telephone 2371
1112 Main St.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
president of the Bank of Marshall County. are vacationing in
Texas this week.
WO

r--

.
I
'4.

MC
IS A WAR THAT
NEVER ENDS

To The

EL RANCHO
(OLD LEGION HALL - 3 MILES NORTH OF BENTON)

The Family - Gallup Out and
Dine With Us By Candle

Light

Bridle You Appetite
With Our

Steak & Chop Dinners
Fish and Hush Puppies
Sandwiches of All Kinds

4

Fire
Prevention
Beats
Fire Fighting

Eyeryone can serve in the war
against forest fires ... and the
duration is from now on! Anyone of us, by a thoughtless act of
carelessness, can cause a disastrous
forest fire. The most effective way
to fight forest fires is never to start
one. Always remember that one
bad fire can wipe out hundreds of
'900d lobs.

Treas Lumber Co.
Benton

Kentucky

Open 4 P. M. * * Close 1 A. M. Weekdays
12 Noon * * 12 Midnight Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Thompson
Invite You To Bring The Family
For Fine Food and Recreation
To The

71010140
"We Serve Good, Clean Food"

!r.
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Now is the easiest, most convenient time to take the kinks
out of your car. Let us help you
help yourself to better driving
during the pleasant days of
fall.

0

4` MOTOR REPAIRS
--And if the body on your
car is good, we can even
tow OR EXCHA NG,
put in a new motor for you
* COMPLETE LUBRICATION
••.•
430
* CHECK BRAKES, CLUTCH,
STEERING
* NEW BATTERY
* NEW TIRES

Motors

'1Z

0
0
sZ

An even easier way out is to buy one of our
POST WAR, GUARANTEED, TESTED USED CARS
They can be bought with a small down payment and
you can finance the rest.
Use Our Convenient Time Payment Plan.

•.;

rnnnps Chevrolet Co
1207 Main Street
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TRIBUNE CLASSIFIED RATES
lc a word with a 25c minimum. 25c extra if charged or answer keyed in care
of paper.

fre/P
OPPOri
RIe4
kaUf
NYTY
Miscellaneous

WANTED
•

German Army Rifles and PisTwo Tablets ior GROWTH tols. Will pay $15 each for
8 tablets for cecal coceidiosis German P 38 or German Luger
:ontrol. Use Dr. Salisbury's Ititomatic
s•
pistols.
All
guns
REN-O-SAL for
both these must be in good working order.
FOR SALE
purposes Easy-to-use drink:ng Bring them to Lee's Service
.
:
s:ss
1. One 1941 4x41Z ton Army water
medicine.
0
Economica: Station, Hardin. Ky.
s2rts.
,5•
‘
Dodge pickup. 4as front end too. Ask us for
Dr. Salsbury'
FOR SALE: 45-acre farm with
Alfalfa. Ladino Clover, Ky.
wench. Good tits, a few extra REN-O0 4-room house, well on
SAL. • Nelson "rug Co 31
back I
.5
5
Fescue, Red-top and inoculparts.
porch. All new
outbulldings;
ation at Heath Hdw. & Furn
2.
WANTE
Two
D
small
TO
RENT:
I
would
buildings. One
including barn. On old! Paducah- Wadesboro Road 2' miles' 10x12 foot, anot er 8x12. These like to rent or lease a farm. I OTHER CLASSIFIEDS
ADS
R
south
of Pleasant Grove. See buildings used for tools and am entitled to 4 years under
(Continued Back Page)
supply
shed.
G.
training.
I.
Will rent for one
Ralph Cole before Labor
3. One spray outfit. Gasoline year or lease for four. Charles
After that will be in
etp
roaiy.
t.
W. 1 Henderson, Calvert City
a 6-s9p. motor. 50-gallon cap :tank.
s2-9c,,
4.
One
gasoline motor, water Route 2.
BUILDING FOR SALE: 21 x
with Male Help Wanted Reliable
12 frame bulding. Excellent pump, two-incl. outlet
Man
-•
condition. Being used for an- plenty of hose.
t‘'
IPI•
with car wanted to call on far,
5. One acetyleiie welding outtique shop. Built-in shelves,
4-ir-I
mers in N. Marshall Count*.
24.? •
Kitchenette in back. See H. T. fit.
2- PAC':
'
Wonderful opportunity. $15 to
t
Hurley, Benton.
6. A large ass rtment of tools $20 in a day. No experien
a5rts.
CA MT
0 U C N••• I W
ce or ).#4,-which we will Sell as a whole capital
required.
Permanent.
'OR SALE: Good used kero or
MYERt. & ELKINS
in parts.
Write today. McNess Company,
tens and electric refrigerators,
Telephone 2402
washers and kerosene ranges HURLEY CONTRACTING CO. Dept.- A, Freeport, Ill. a26-s2p.
Benton, Ky.
Phone
4341
Benton, Ky. rts
3riced from $35 up, all guar
inteed. Kinney Tractor and FOR SALE:
10-h.p. Neptune
kppliance Company.
j7rts outboard motor used
on season
perfect shape, just too big for
TASTE TELLS
me. Paid $297, will sacrifice
QUALITY SILLS
fot
$75. Dale (Jaybird) LeNeave
a
HOME KILLED MEATS
LeNeave's Service Station. m21
rts.
at

For Sale

LTI N ES

WPAD FM

96.9 Meg. Channel 245

FOR THE BIRDHUNTER
WHO TRAVELS LIGHT

THE MARSHALL COUNTY
LOCKER PLANT

18,000 Watts ERP

SCHEDULE

Remington light weight motel 31 Pump 20 ga., only 5 lb.
FAST
Price $83.50
DEPENDAILE
Select your shotgun, rifle
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ir pistol from our complete
:twit
7:00 World News Roundup, - 7:00 World News Roundup
CBS
"Air Conditioned."
CBS
7:15 Music for Monday, etc.- 7:15 Music for Saturday-ETM
SPORT
CENTER
ETM
7:45 Latin American Rythms
215 Broadway
7:45 Latin American
Rythms
-ETM
Paducah
-ETM
8:00 World News Roundup Ky
.411 Work Gmarantecd
8:00 News of America-CBS
CBS
FOR SALE: All kinds of ap- 8:15 Barnyard Follies - CBS 8:15 Barnyar
d Follies - CBS
ples
$1
a
bushel,
you pick 'em. 9:00 Music for You - CBS
8:45 The Garden Gate - CBS
B-ARNETT
Guy Rudolph at Sharpe. a26s16p 9:15 Novelty .... Notes-ETM 9:00 Vocal Varieties
- ETM
Electric Refrigeraion
9:30 Arthur Godfrey - CBS
9:30 Music for You - CBS
FARM
FOR SALE: If anyone
s2
Service
9:45 Arthur Godfrey -- CBS 10:00 Allan Jackson News
is interested in buying a farm
Highway 98 at 95
10:00 Arthur Godfrey - CBS
CBS
see
Gilbert
Walters
at Oak 10:30 Paducah Calling - ETM
ilardin
Ky
10:05 Let's Pretend - CBS
FOR SALE: Hampshire boar. Level.
11:00 Wendy Warren News - T0:30 Junior Miss - CBS
See Ted Dobson at the Benton FOR SALE: 5-room
CBS
11:00 Theatre of Today - CBS
house.1
Radio and Electric Shop, Tele- bath, full size basement, air. 11:15 What's New - ETM
11:30 The Little Show - ETM
phone 4181.
s2rts. conditioned heat, city water, 11:30 Morning Band Revue - 12:00 Stars Over Hollywood ETM
6.9 acres land bounded by MayCBS
The little -daughter of Mr field Highway
Big Sister - CBS
12:30 Give and Take
and old Mayfield 12:00
1
and Mrs. Guy Harper returned Road. See
1:00 County Fair-CBS
Eldridge Darnall or 12:15 Ma Perkins - CBS
to the Mayfield Hospital after call 2132.
2:30 World News - Studio
1:30 Conntry Journal - CBS
s2-30c.
she was dismissed last week.
12:45 The Guiding Light -CBS 2:00 Report- from Overseas
FOR SALE: Fescue and rye- 1:00 Hits and Bits - ETM
She is improving again.
grass mixture. 20 cents per lb. 1:15 Perry Mason - CBS
2:15 Adventures in Science See Hatler Morgan or Frank 1:30 Nora Drake - CBS
i CBS
Story.
2:30 Cross-Section, USA s2-9c. 1:45 Afternoon Melodies
2:00 Young Dr. Malone -CBE
CBS
Beginning September 8th, we 2:15 Hilltop House - CBS
3:00 Dell Trio-CBS
will be open all day every 2:30 Make Believe Town3:15 Horse Race-CBS
THURSDAY. Heath Hdw.e
CBS
3:30 Treasury Bandstand 3:00 The News-CBS
'4:00 Saturday at the Chase3:05 Beat the Clock-CBS
CBS
3:30 Winner Take All - CBS 4:30 West Ky. Radio-Studio
4:00 Treasury Bandstand 5:00 News from WashingtonCBS
CBS
The Mayfield Ie
ing Co 4:30 The Chicagoa
5:15 Memo from Lake Success
ns - CBS
will nick un voin 5.dcl animal
- CBS
FREE. Phone co lect to Wal- 4:45 Dance Parade - ETM
ker Cream Station in Benton. 5:15 Columbia Feature -CBS 5:30 Red Barber-CBS
5:30 Curt Massey-CBS
5:45 John Daly News-CBS
Telephone 2041.
nlrts. 5:45 Jive Time
6:00 Dick .
- ETM
, Jurgens-CBS
6:30 Camel Caravan - CBS
FOR SALE: 38 acre farm. 6- 6:00 Local News - Studio
7:00 Gene Autry - CBS
room house. Lights and well 6:15 Dinner Music - ETM
7:30 Phillip Marlowe - CBS
rater. Stock, tobacco barns, 6:30 Club 15 - CBS
spring water. Ralph Pittman. 6:45 Ed Murrow News - CBS 8:00 Saturday Dance - ETM
9:00 Sing It Again - CBS
Benton Route 2.
a26s2p.
10:00 The World Tonight -CBS
MONDAY NIGHT
BABY SITTING: Plenty of ex10:15 Dance Band - CBS
perience with my own and oth
SUNDAY
7:00 Inner Sanctum - CBS
erc
Mary Green of - North 7:30 Godfrey
7:00 The News-CBS
Talent Scouts
Church Grove.
m20rts
7:15 Chariot Wheels-CBS
CBS
_7:30 Carolina Calling-CBS
For Resiciental and Commercial 8:00 Lux Theatre - CBS
9:00 My Friend Irma
CBS 8:00 World News - CBS
WIRING
8:15 E. Powers Biggs - CBS
9:30
Bob
Hawk - CBS
And Complete
8:45 St. Paul's Choir - CBS
ELECTRIC SERVICE
9:00 Church of Christ -Studio
-See or CallTUESDAY NIGHT
9:15 Hawkins Quartet BARNETT
Studio
700 Mystery Theatre - CBS
Electric and Refrigeration
9:30 Church of the Air - CBS
730 The Norths - CBS
Telephone 25
10:00 Allan Jackson News Highway 98 at 95 Hardin, Ky. 8:00 We. The People - CBS
CBS
'
8:30 It Pays to be Ignorant10.05 World Affairs Report A UTOMoBILE lAUCTION
CBS
CBS
EVERY MONDAY 12 o'clock 9-00 Hit the Jackpot - CBS
10:15 The Newsmakers - CBS
9:30 Henry Busse-CBS
Every body Can Sell
10:30 Navy and Marine Show
1000 World Tonight - CBS.
Only Dealers Can Buy
-ETM
10:15
Nightcap
- ETM
No Charge to Dealers
10:45 Immanuel Baptist - ReTo Register
mote
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
To Individuals $5 00 to Register
11.45 Sunday Serenade - ETM
A $1000 Fee for Selling
12:00 Meaning of News - CBS
7:00 Mr. Chameleon
12:15 Presenting. Harry Horlick
7:30 Dr. Christian - CBS
FRED BROWN AUTO
-ETM
8:00 Musical Memories AUCTION COMPANY
1230 Syncopation Piece ETM
2240-46 Bridge Street
CBS
8:30 Bing Crosby - CBS
'
.,aducP
ah
hone 4843W or 193
1:00 Longines Symphonette 9:00 Burns & Allen - CBS
Kentuclo 9:30 Capitol Cloakroom -CBS
CBS
10:00 The World Tonight -CBS 1:30 You Ate There - CBS
2-00 CBS Symphony - CBS
10:15 Nightcap - ETM
3:30 Vaughn Monroe-CBS
CBS
THURSDAY NIGHT
4:00 Music for You - CBS
FOR RENT: Front office building, call at Harvey's Cafe 7.00 FBI in Peace & War - 4:30 The Symphonette - CBS
5.00 The Family Hour - CBS
JelOrts. 7:30 Mr. Keene - CBS
8:00 Suspense - CBS
5:30 Our Miss Brooks - CBS
•
6:00 Jack Benny - CBS
FOR RENT: Floor Polisher a 830 'rime Photographer 8:30 Call the Police-CBS
1 reasonable price. Day or 9:00 Hallmark Playhouse CBS
7:00 Charlie MeCarthy - CBS
night.
Benton Auto Txchange 9:30 Musical Reverie - CBS 7:30 Life with Luigi-CBS
019rts
Beaton. Ky. 10-00 line World Tonight -CBS 8:00 Meet Corliss Archer-CBS
10:51 Nightcap - ETM
8:30 Horace Heidt - CBS
FOR RENT: Tourists rooms
9.09 Dress Parade-CBS
FRIDAY NIGHT
over Harvey's Cafe.I
rts
9:30 Dick Jurgens-CBS
•
10A
:00
11
World Tonight-CBS
':00
The
Goldberg
s
CBS
FOR RENT: By hOur, day or
Husband
week Jeger Portable pump,
- CBS I Tilghman & UK Football
3,000 G,P.H. Long Concrete 8:00 Leave it to Joan - CBS 10:15 Nightcap 8730 BFarevaokrifteast
dBurrows
Company. Phone 4751.
Th
Ce
s2-23c.
ardW
ina
o
ball Games
CBS
• All Times Central Standard
410 Gauge Shot Guns at 9:00 Xavier Cugat - CBS
, • CBS: Columbia Broadcasting
9:30 Dick Jurgens-CBS
Heath Hdwe. & Fara. Co.
. System
10:00 The World Tonight -CBS • ET
Music: World Transcrip.
USE TRIBUN'T CLASSIFTED•110:15 Nightcap - ETM
bons.
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AKE IT
CORE'S
For Fine Foods
* * *

PAT MOORE

Servi es

1

Has Returned to Benton and Announces the Purchase of Clark's Cafe at 1205 Main Street, which Is
Now Operating Under the Name of

Mot)ORE'S CAFE

0

We cordially invite you to
visit us and try our delicious
week-day meals or Sunday
dinners.

* Business Dinners and
Plate Lunches
• Delicious, Tasty Sandwiches
* Short Orders
* We cater to parties

We hope the many friends
of Clark's Cafe will continue
to dine with us--and we will
look forward to (raining
many new friends.

MOORE'5 CAFE
Pat Moore, Manager
1205 Main Street

•

Next to Phillips

For Rent

V

rrm

Benton, Kentucky
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SEPTEMBER 9, 1949
TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, Benton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Electric range,
new units in oven, good condition. See or call Mrs. Laura
Street,
Lovett. 1408 Poplar
s9-16c.
Phone 2691.

PUBLIC SALE
4 MILES SOUTHWEST OF BENTON

Sat. Sept. 17 - 9:30 A.M.
I will offer at Public Sale:
* Most of my House- * Power Lawn
Mower
hold and Kitchen
* Electric Motor
Furniture
and Grinder
* Farming Tools
* 1 Milk Cow

Terms -- "Cash."
RUBLE V. COPE.

When In Paducah
Buy From
BEYERS HARDWARE
131 South 3rd Paduach

Hardware - Paints - Records
- Notions - Wallpaper
IATED
YOUR PATRONAGE APPREC

YOU
Above
All
MUST
BE
SATISFIED
'ifs4eNilbt

4

The interests of our customers
comes ahead of our own every time,
and the wisdom of adhering to this
policy is evidenced by the substantial growth of this business.
For a community continues to
support only those firms which
serve it well--which supply dependable merchandise at fair prices,
make good when it proves defective
and provide salespeople who can
really help customers fill their
wants.

'We enjoy the confidence of
our community

WANTED COUNTRY HAMS
Will pay 60c per pound for
count\
smoked
wood
nice
hams. Hams must free from
Skippers. Sorry I can not use
Liquid Smoked Hams. Bring
them to Lee's Service Station.
s9rts I
Hardin, Kentucky.
APPLES FOR SALE: Paducah
King David, Delicious, Wine
saps, Grimes. Rothwell Orchard
Paducah-Benton Road at Couns9-16
ty Line.
PIGS FOR SALE: 5 Poland
China sow pigs, 8 weeks old
Can be registered. Mrs. Anni.
Nelson, Benton Route 2. s9 16p

II

0

wall have been
... this might en field representatives out
song of Woodm trips to the Society's field
to win all-expenseLouis this month.
conference in St.
men will be guests at
ing
More than 200 field
their reward for achiev
this meeting ... persistency. i.e.. the lowthe best scores in lapses among the memest percentage of
they have written.
bership applicat:cns
it, the more valuable
The longer you keep
membership becomes.
your Woodmen
life insurance proAlong with safe. sound enjoy many -plus"
also
tection. WoodmenWoodcr
aft's fraternal
from
benefits
activitieg.

PRESENT

* 2 Hogs
* 2-horse Wagon
Other Items too numerous to mention.
In case of rain, Sale will be held the
Following Tuesday, September 20

..............•.

s"
"Meet Me in St. Louithe
theme

WANTED: Position as bookP D
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Car seats for bab- I keeper or typist. Mrs.
Phone
Benton,
825
Box
I
Boone,
over
DELUXE
SHOP,
"
ies. TINY TOT
1941 FORD SUPER
s9-16p.
ltc. 2264;
Sport Coupe. 5 good tires, spot- Heath's.
light, Southwind heater, excellent radio. good blue paint, perfect non-oil-using sleeve, motor, vinelite upholstery. This is
a fine car to keep for $750. See
Ray Mofield at Hardin, Ky. ltp
FOR SALE: Oil heater bought
new last spring and used only
a few weeks. Good as new and
bargain. Large
will sell at
enough to heat a small house
s9-23c.
Geo. E. Long.

Aff100.

"Fraser

Their September

STOVE SALE

Not A Mid-Summer Sale, But A Sale
Corner
With The Season Just Around The

3,000 Famous Army
Space Heaters
SEPT. ONLY $24.95

EN of the WORLD

v'VOOD

y
Life Insurance Societ
KA
OMAHA. NEBRAS

The Lining assures you of a Warm Morning Every
Morning. The best known Heater in America. Save
over 60 percent now. Sept. 30th Last Day at .this
Special Price.

ROY E. HENSON
DISTRICT MANAGER
BENTON ROUTE 3

COMMONWEALTH OF KENOF
DEPARTMENT
TUCKY
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON
TRACTORS
Sealed bids will be receive(
by the Department of High
ways at its office, Frankfort
until 10:00 a. m. Central Stan-1
dard Time on the 23rd day of
September. 1949, at which time
bids will be publicly opened
and read for the improvement
of:
RS
COUNTY
MARSHALL
79-473, Sid Darnell Road &mil
KY 98, 1.8 miles W of Hardin,
to KY 95, 4.4. miles S of Benton. 3.8 miles. Reconstruction
end traffic bound surface.
COUNTY, RS
MARSHALL
79-493, Greegs School House
Road US 68. 1.6 miles NW of
Palma. to US 68. 1.0 mile SE
of Jet .US 68 and KY 95. 5.35
miles. Reconstruction and traf-1
fic bound surface.
The attent;cn of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements, and,
necessity for securing
certifi-1
cate of eligibility, the special
nrovisions covering
subletting:
Pr assi cming the contract and!
the
regulation'
Department's
vidilich prohibits the issuance of
nroposals after 4:30 p. m. on
the day preceding the opening'
of bids.
The quantities are intended
to indicate the approximate
volume of the proposed work.
See bid form for final computed estimates. Alternate bids on
bituminous surfacing types will
be received, if the Department
so elects and includes a provision for alternates in the bid
forms.
A
NOTE:
PURCHASE
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL. REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY
REQUESTS FOR
THE PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL NOT BE MADE
FOR ANY REASONS.
Further information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be furnished upon application to the
Frankfort Office. The right is
reserved to reject any and all
bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
, Frankfort. Kentucky
'September 1, 1949

Because the people know that
real economy is as much a matter
of quality and service as it is of
price. In our store you will find the
latest and most up to date goods
the market affords, at prices which
mean 100 cents worth for every dollar spent.
Come and get acquainted with
our policy, which is

To serve.,you so well we will
deserve ycur future patronage.
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

HEATH

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed proposals for the construction of Toilet Room Additions to the schools located at
Shame. Brewers and Hardin.
Kentucky will be received by
the Marshall County Board of
Education. Benton, Kentucky,
until 10 A. M. Saturday. October 1, 1949, C S T at which time
all proposals which have been
be
publicly
will
submitted
opened and read alound.
Plans, specifications, contract
documents, instructions on submitting bids and information
pertaining to the above may be
obtained from Perry R. Foster,
Engineer. 1410 Poplar Street,
Renton. Ky., on or after Monday. October 12. 1949.
Proposals will be received
covering the general construction of the buildings and covering the plumbing and heating
separately
Bids shall be accompanied by
a certified check in an amount
not less than five (5) per cent
of the bid.
No denosit on the plans will
he required of bona-fide contractors. however, all material
supply firms will be required
to nay for the plans by certified cheek.
The Board of Education reserves the right to reject any
and all bids.
MARSHALL COUNTY
BOARD OF EUCATION
By Holland Rose,
Superintendent
s9-21e

201 S. Third Street

Paducah, Ky.

LINN

in every
Offers complete funeral service
d.
convince
be
and
Inquire
price range.
oxygen.
with
equipped
Ambulance
available lay and night.

BENTON
rriI-1E.A!"1"FRE
MS 817
3 Shows Daily 2:30 - 7:00 - 9:00
11:00 A. M.
Saturday Continuous Showing Starting
Nite
Sunday Shows 1:30 - 3:30

LINN FUNERAL HOME

TODAY. SEPTEMBER 8 & 9, FRIDAY
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN....113' TOO LATE FOR NOM

LIZABETH SCOTT • DAN DURYEA

SPECIAL
Milt—ER

• 1,min*
DON DE FORE •::Mot IMMO unrto
Sony tihry

1,014s4D nou

HEAVY WORK SHIRT

Cartoon and Sports
SATURDAY ONLY, SEPTEMBER 10
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM

1.49
•i'et

with

RILEY'S
Dept. Store

WARNER BAXTER

Episode No. 3 of Bruce Gentry
MONDAY
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 & 12,
THE CLOWN °
-PRINCE OF
LAUGHTER,'

r

P

THE QUEEN
d
OF
MERMAIDS/."7
A
ai
• 0 t

•
THE
WAICH WITH

fedor6y7ai"

Limy

Keenan WYNN • Betty mum.

DURAPOWER*
MAINSPRING

RICARDO NORMAN
WEI DRAT al Its Orchestra
Popeye Cartoon

s,

WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 & 14,

AND IMPASSIONED AS THE
LAWLESSNESS OF THE WWI

$65 00
Elgin Deluxe.
17 jewels. 10k
gold filled
band.

FOUR FACES

Through HMI yea,
Elgin's sep•ro
craftsmanship ond
handsome styling
will delight you
the amazing Duro.
Power Moinspriee
will giv• you
greater, unfailieg
accuracy.

LOVE AS VIOLENT

$55.00
Elgin Deluxe. 17 jewels
10k natural gold Med.

Technicolor Cartoon

15-jewel Elgin. Elegantly
styled, dependable.

STARTING THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

$42.50

15-jewel Elgin. Smart styling,
lasting accuracy.

$33.75

Other Elpins priced from $29.75. All prices include
fod•rol 704. Look • for the dp symbol on the that.

•

Patent 044.0ing Mod. from Elailoy Metal.

HAWKINS JEWELRY STORE
Guaranteed Watch Repairing
1205 Poplar Street Telephone 4133

Hardware & Furniture Co.
The Home of Standard Brands
Benton, Ky
Phone 4251

Phone 2921

807 North Main

Cartoon & Techni

1440...woznewaillioe
,
14014
--1411
,
:
...
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-xene-Odue,ing,

